
 “Life is like riding a bicycle, 
to keep your balance 

you have to keep moving”
albert einstein



Cape Town, February 2014 - The best way to get out into the African sunshine, expand your horizons and arrive somewhere new is on two wheels. But 

not just any two wheels. Cycology bespoke electrical bicycle tours offers a whole new way for guests of The Nellie to cycle out under the Prince of 

Wales Arch and connect with the Mother City.

 

The February 18th launch of the Cycology tours at the Mount Nelson Hotel means that guests and patrons now have the option to explore Cape Town 

downhill and uphill in style on the exquisite A2B Metro electric bicycle.

The A2B Metro is imported by Cycology, both a local importer of bespoke bicycles, and a movement that inspires a ‘Life on two wheels’. “It’s the 

ultimate blend of leading edge technology and lifestyle. It’s the new way of connecting e-cyclists with the people, places and passions that make Cape 

Town such a vibrant and globally awarded city,” explains Vincent Truter, Lead Cycologist.

This unique electric bicycle offering will consist of four touring options. The first, entitled Raw Beauty, takes you to explore the magnificent views and 

breath-taking Atlantic seaboard. The second tour, Beauty By Design, is a rolling shopping trip that explores the centre of Cape Town and the myriad 

of smaller, independently owned boutiques, trendy coffee spots and design treasures. Then there is the Beauty Of Age tour, that explores the rich 

heritage evident throughout the city bowl with a focus on the Iziko museums. The more independently minded guests can just rent an electric bicycle 

for an hour or a day and be guided by the map that the Mount Nelson gives to their guests. 

PRESS KIT : Life on two wheels 

Discover the Mother City from The Nellie on an e-bike



Each A2B Metro bicycle gives the rider an electric boost in hilly Cape Town and is also equipped with a durable luggage carrier for shopping trips. The 

front and rear suspension absorbs bumps, making the ride a breeze. Definitely not just for men in tights, the e-bikes offer families and even mature 

riders a gentle yet exhilarating experience.

The Mount Nelson Hotel’s General Manager, Xavier Lablaude, adds: “Our guests are going to love the ease and accessibility of exploring the many 

hidden treasures located in and around the historical and cultural heart of the Mother City from the central location of the Mount Nelson Hotel.”

Resident Cycologyst Mo Reid will guide each tour with a focus on style over speed. His gentle approach will guide even the most nervous first- time 

city cyclist into blissful electric motion. “We invite you to visit the Mount Nelson Hotel, hop onto an A2B metro and get to know this extraordinary city, 

get in touch with the great outdoors, and begin to understand the freedom of a life on two wheels.”

About Cycology

Based in Johannesburg and Cape Town in South Africa, Cycology is a brand committed to the philosophy of a LIFE ON TWO WHEELS. It is the local 

importer of A2B Metro electric bicycles and creator of bespoke cycle experiences. 

For more information visit cycology.biz or follow us on twitter @cycology_za
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